We test a theory that provides a simple and robust link between market prices of credit default swaps (CDS) and equity options. The theory links the CDS spread to the market prices of vertical spreads of American put options which are sufficiently out-of-the-money. The linkage is established under a general class of stock price dynamics for which the default event affects only the state space in which stock prices evolve.
Introduction
Notional amounts in both credit and equity derivatives continue to display strong growth. In September 2007, the International Swaps and Derivatives Association, Inc. (ISDA) announced that the notional amounts outstanding of credit derivatives grew by 75% to $45.46 trillion from $26.0 trillion one year earlier, and the notional amounts in equity derivatives grew by 57% to $10.01 trillion from $6.38 trillion one year earlier. As a result of the continued strong growth in both markets, there is strong interest in understanding if and how the two markets are linked. If the payoffs are linked but the prices are not, trading opportunities arise. If payoffs and prices are both linked, the understanding of each market can be substantially improved by integrating the two markets.
For the ISDA survey, credit derivatives comprise credit default swaps referencing single names, indexes, baskets, and portfolios; equity derivatives comprise equity swaps, options, and forwards. In this paper, we focus on two segments of the credit and equity derivatives markets that show particularly strong linkages. On the credit derivatives side, we focus on credit default swaps (CDS) written on a corporate bond, which remains the largest segment by volume. On the equity derivatives side, we focus on American options written on the stock of the corresponding firm that issued the corporate bond. While there is much literature attempting to link single name CDS with single name stock options, the focus to date has been on European-style options. 3 This focus is unfortunate since for single name stock options, the only transparency in pricing arises from listed options, which are all American style. We conjecture that the past focus on linkages between CDS and European options stems from the greater ease with which prices of European options can be analytically related to the underlying stock prices in standard option pricing models. In contrast, the problem of analytically relating American option prices to the underlying stock price is notoriously difficult.
In this paper, we show that the spread between two American put options with a particular strike range can be used to directly synthesize a standardized credit insurance contract that pays one dollar at default whenever the company defaults prior to the option expiry and zero otherwise. This direct linkage between American put options and credit contracts holds true under a wide class of stock price dynamics. The key assumption for this class of price dynamics is that random stock prices are bounded below by a barrier B > 0 before default and drop below an alternative barrier A ∈ [0, B) at default. After the default time and before expiry, the stock price dynamics are bounded above by A. As long as these conditions are satisfied, the simple linkage 1 holds robustly, irrespective of the details of the stock price dynamics before and after default, the interest rate dynamics, and default arrival rate fluctuations.
Classic structural models of default, e.g., Merton (1974) , have the property that prior to default, the firm value is random and bounded below by the default barrier. In such models, stock prices vanish at default and remain zero afterwards. In a recent paper, Carey and Gordy (2007) show that private debtholders play a key role in setting the endogenous asset value threshold below which corporations declare bankruptcy. In particular, the private debtholders often find it optimal to force the bankruptcy well before equity values vanish. Our specification of the stock price dynamics is in line with such evidence.
Suppose that investors can take static positions in at least two American put options of the same maturity T and whose strikes (K 1 > K 2 ) lie within the default corridor (A, B). Given that the stock price is bounded below by B > 0 before default, and is bounded above by A < B at and after default, then a simple vertical spread of the two American put options scaled by the strike distance, U t (T ) ≡ (P t (K 1 , T ) − P t (K 2 , T ))/(K 1 − K 2 ), replicates a standardized credit insurance contract that pays off one dollar whenever default occurs up to the option expiry and zero otherwise. Without default, the stock price stays above K 1 , and hence both put options will not be exercised as they always have zero intrinsic value. If default occurs prior to the option expiry, then the stock price falls below K 2 and stays below it afterwards. We will show that both options are optimally exercised at the default time as a result, so that the scaled spread nets a payoff of one dollar at this time. If we further assume that the stock price falls to zero at the default time (A = 0), then we can set K 2 = 0 and use a single American put option to construct this credit insurance contract, U t (T ) = P t (K 1 , T )/K 1 .
We refer to this standardized credit contract as a unit recovery claim. 4 This fundamental claim is simply a fixed-life Arrow Debreu security paying off one dollar when the (default) event occurs, and zero otherwise.
Since American put options trade simultaneously at several discrete maturities, it is possible to interpolate and extrapolate in the maturity dimension to obtain a term structure of synthetic unit recovery claims. By assuming deterministic interest rates, we can readily compute the risk-neutral default probabilities from this term structure.
To link the American stock options to the credit default swap (CDS) spreads on the same reference company, we assume that the recovery rate on the corporate bond underlying the CDS contract is known. Then, the value of the protection leg of the CDS contract becomes proportional to the value of the unit recovery claim, which we can replicate using two American put options. Once the value of the protection leg becomes a known function of its maturity, one can uniquely determine the CDS spread curve by further assuming deterministic interest rates. Alternatively, one can take the CDS spread curve as given, strip it for the value of the protection leg, and then back out the implied recovery rate on the bond using the observable American put spread.
To empirically test the strength of the linkage between the two markets, we choose eight reference companies from the components of the North American High Yield CDS Index (CDX). The Index is composed of 100 non-investment grade entities, distributed amoung three sub-indices: B, BB, and HB. The composition of the high yield index and each sub-index is determined by a consortium of 16 member banks. The indices roll every six months in March and September of each year. We take the 100 components from the index rolled out in September of 2007 and take eight companies that we have viable quotes on both CDS and American put options. The CDS quotes are obtained from Bloomberg. The American options quotes are obtained from OptionMetrics. We take the sample period from January 2005 to June 2007. From the options data set, at each date we synthesize the value of the unit recovery claim at all observable maturities, compute the risk-neutral default probabilities while assuming deterministic interest rates, and interpolate to obtain the risk-neutral default probability at one-year fixed time-to-maturity. From the CDS data, we use the one-year CDS spread to also compute the one-year risk-neutral default probabilities assuming fixed bond recovery rates and deterministic interest rates. Then, we compare the two time series of default probabilities for each reference company.
First, we find that the strike choices in defining the American put spread can induce some biases in the default probability estimates. Nevertheless, the probabilities obtained from the American put spreads are on average close to those computed from the CDS spread. Furthermore, for each company, the two time series of default probabilities show high cross-correlations, especially when the default probability is significant. The crosscorrelation estimates are over 80% when the default probabilities are over 2%. Furthermore, we find that deviations between the two default probability estimates can help predict future movements in both markets.
In linking credit insurance to American equity options, we make assumptions on the stock price dynamics that lie between structural and reduced-form models. As in structural models, we assume that default occurs the first time that the stock price crosses a lower barrier, which does not need to be constant but nevertheless needs to have a fixed lower bound. As in reduced form models, we assume that the waiting time to default is completely unanticipated. The main innovation in our specification is that the default barrier is expanded into a default corridor (A, B). The stock price is assumed to evolve randomly above the default corridor prior to the default time, to drop below the default corridor at default, and to evolve deterministically afterwards.
It is these three behavioral modes that generate the tight linkage between the American options and the CDS 3 markets.
For comparison, we also implement a simple version of Merton (1974) 's structural model to compute the one-year default probabilities by using information in the capital structure and the return volatility. In the implementation, we use stock price to proxy the per share equity value, net debt per share to proxy the per share face value of debt, and one stock option implied volatility to proxy for return volatility. Based on these inputs, we compute the firm value and firm volatility, with which we compute the risk-neutral probability that the stock price will stay above the face value of the debt at the one-year horizon. We use one minus this probability as a measure for the one-year risk-neutral default probability from this model. We find that the default probabilities estimated from the structural model are significantly lower than those obtained from the American puts or those from the CDS spreads. Nevertheless, the estimates can show high cross-correlations with the default probabilities inferred from the CDS spread, especially if we use the implied volatility of out-of-the-money American put options as the stock return volatility input. This exercise shows that the real information in the stock market on credit risk is in out-of-the-money put options, as we have shown in our simple robust linkage.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next section lays down the theoretical framework, under which we build the tight linkage between the American stock options market and the CDS market.
In this section, we first review two simple generalizations of the standard option pricing model proposed by Black and Scholes (1973) and by Merton (1973) . Then we combine the two generalizations to set up a toy example of our modeling framework under which we can price American options analytically and link the American put spreads to unit recovery claims. Finally, we specify the general class of models, under which the simple linkage between American put spreads and CDS spreads remain robust. Section 3 describes the data that we use for our empirical work and the procedure that we follow to estimate one-year risk-neutral default probabilities from the two markets. Section 4 compares the two time series of default probabilities for each company. Section 5 estimates the risk-neutral default probability from a simple structural model and compares the estimates to those obtained from the American puts and the CDS market. Section 6 offers concluding remarks and directions for future research. Black and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973) propose an option pricing model, henceforth the BMS model, that has since revolutionized the derivative industry. The main assumptions underlying the BMS model are that investors can trade continuously over time, that sample paths of the underlying stock price are continuous, and that the stock's return volatility is constant. As the model also assumes no arbitrage and constant proportional carrying costs for the stock, the risk-neutral stock price process is simply geometric Brownian motion. When this diffusion process is started from a positive level, it can never hit zero.
Theory
In what follows, we first review two generalizations of the BMS model proposed by Merton (1976) and Rubinstein (1983) , respectively. Inspired by these generalization, we propose our modeling framework, under which we build the linkages between credit insurance and American equity options.
A tale of two generalizations
For companies with positive default probabilities, the stock price going to zero is a definite possibility.
After a company defaults, its stock price is likely to be low and it is common to assume that the stock price is in fact zero after bankruptcy. Recognizing that the underlying stock price dynamics in the BMS model are not consistent with this default-related behavior, Merton (1976) generalizes the dynamics by allowing the possibility for the stock price to jump to zero. We refer to this model as the Merton-Jump-to-Default model or simply MJD. As the stock of a company is a limited liability asset, the MJD model realistically assumes that the stock price remains at zero after the jump time.
Assuming that the risk-neutral arrival rate of such a jump is constant, we can still replicate the payoff of a European call option in the MJD model by dynamically trading just the stock and a corporate bond whose value also vanishes upon default. The addition of the bankruptcy state does not destroy our ability to replicate the payoff of the call option as long as we can use a corporate bond instead of a default-free bond as a hedge instrument. The reason is that the value of the target call option and the value of the stock-bond hedging portfolio both vanish upon default.
Since the payoff of the call option can be replicated, its price is uniquely determined by no arbitrage. Merton (1976) shows that the only effect on the BMS call pricing formula of using the MJD model is to cause the stock growth rate and call discount rate to both increase by the risk-neutral default arrival rate. The reason for these changes becomes clear once we recognize that the option pricing formula relates the call price at any future time to the contemporaneous stock price, conditioning on no prior default. The requirement that the unconditional risk-neutral expected return on the stock and the call both be the riskfree rate forces the conditional growth rate in each asset to be higher, as the values for both assets drop to zero upon default.
Since each asset drops by 100% of its value, the conditional growth rate of each asset must exceed the riskless rate by the default arrival rate.
Once the linkage between the value of a European call and its underlying stock has been established, the link between the value of a European put and its underlying stock is established by put-call parity. Merton (1976) does not address the pricing of American options, but it is straightforward to analyze the impact of a jump to default on the optimal exercise strategy. When the underlying stock pays sufficiently small dividends, it is still the case that American calls are not exercised early (see Merton (1973) ). So long as the riskfree rate is positive and dividends are sufficiently small, it is also still the case that American puts always have positive probability of early exercise. As in the case with no jump to default, the optimal exercise strategy is to exercise the American put once the stock price enters a stopping region. As this region contains the origin, the American put will be exercised early if there is a jump to default. It will also be exercised early if the stock price diffuses down to an exercise boundary. The analytic determination of this exercise boundary is a difficult problem and is the main hindrance in analytically valuing American puts in either the MJD or BMS model.
The MJD model extends the BMS model to include bankruptcy while preserving tractability. In evaluating the validity of any extension of the BMS option pricing model, it is common to use the notion of option implied volatility. The implied volatility of an option is defined as the constant volatility input that one must supply to the BMS option pricing model in order to have the BMS model value agree with a given option price.
The given option price can be produced by either the model or the market and hence implied volatilities can likewise be produced by either the model or the market. The model implied volatility of the BMS model is invariant to strike price. In contrast, the model implied volatility of the MJD model is always decreasing in the strike price, generating what is commonly referred to as an implied volatility skew.
Motivated by the possibility of producing an analytically tractable European option pricing model for which implied volatilities can decrease or increase in strike, Rubinstein (1983) introduces the displaced diffusion option pricing model, henceforth the RDD model. In this model, Rubinstein relaxes the requirement in the BMS model that the state space of the underlying stock price diffusion be the whole positive real line.
Specially, let S 0 > 0 denote the initial stock price, Rubinstein introduces a new parameter B ∈ (−∞, S 0 ). Assuming a constant interest rate r, an initial investment of B in the riskfree asset would grow to Be rt by time t. Rubinstein suggests that the risk-neutral process for the underlying stock price be constructed by summing
Be rt with a geometric Brownian motion. As a result, the state space of the underlying stock price process at 6 any time t is (Be rt , ∞) rather than (0, ∞).
As with the MJD model, Rubinstein's displaced diffusion is an extension of the BMS model while maintaining the analytical tractability. However, the RDD model has some properties that are not shared by either the BMS or MJD model. In particular, if B is positive, levels in (0, Be rt ) cannot be reached by the stock price.
It can be shown that the implied volatilities produced by this positively displaced diffusion are an increasing function of strike K ∈ (Be rt , ∞). If B is negative, levels in (Be rt , 0) can be reached by the stock price, and the implied volatilities produced by the negatively displaced diffusion are a decreasing function of strike K ∈ (Be rt , ∞). The RDD model collapses to the standard BMS model when the displacement B is zero.
It is interesting to compare the two generalizations of the BMS, the MJD and the RDD model. Merton's generalization introduces a scale factor e λt on the allowed sample paths, while Rubinstein's generalization introduces a shift Be rt . Under MJD model, the underlying stock price has a state space of [0, ∞) and the model implied volatility can only stay constant or decline in strike price. Under RDD, the underlying stock price has a state space at time t of (Be rt , ∞) and the model implied volatility either increases with the strike when B > 0 or decreases with the strike when B < 0. Neither model can produce a U-shaped relation between implied volatility and strike price, a shape that is the most commonly observed in the market and is often referred to as the implied volatility smile. To generate smile-consistent dynamics, we propose to combine the two generalizations to both scale and shift the sample paths.
Defaultable displaced diffusion: A toy example
Before we lay out the general model specification, we start with a toy example to illustrate the ideas behind the linkage between credit spreads and the value spread of two American puts. Our specification allows for both default as in the MJD model and diffusion displacement as in the RDD model. Taken together, we label the class of models that we propose as defaultable displaced diffusion, or the DDD model.
As in earlier generation models, we assume frictionless markets, no arbitrage, and the existence of a riskfree asset with strictly positive paths of bounded variation. As a result, there exists a risk-neutral measure Q under which all tradeable securities have an expected return equal to the riskfree rate. We use T to denote the common expiry date of the options and credit contracts. We assume that the underlying stock pays no dividends over [0, T ] and we let r ≥ 0 be the assumed constant riskfree rate over this horizon.
To intuitively describe the risk-neutral stock price dynamics in the toy DDD model, we start with the stock price S following Rubinstein (1983) displaced diffusion over the fixed time horizon t ∈ [0, T ]. The stock price process is assumed to be positively displaced, with B ∈ (0, S 0 ]. Then, we depart from Rubinstein's model by adding the possibility of a down jump in the stock price. If the first jump in the stock price happens to occur at time T , we assume that the stock price jumps to some constant R ∈ [0, B). More generally, if the stock price jumps at some time t ∈ [0, T ], we assume that it jumps to the deterministic recovery level R(t) ≡ Re −r(T −t) .
After the jump time τ, the stock price grows deterministically at the riskfree rate r, i.e. S t = R(t) for t ≥ τ.
The risk-neutral arrival rate of the jump in the stock price is assumed to be constant at λ ≥ 0.
To formally model the risk-neutral stock price dynamics in the toy DDD model, we introduce a standard Brownian motion W and a standard Poisson process N with intensity λ. We let G be a geometric Brownian motion defined by
with G 0 = 1 and where σ is a real constant. The random process G is a martingale started at one. We let J be another martingale started at one defined by
This process drifts up at a constant growth rate of λ and jumps to zero and stays there at a random and exponentially distributed time. It is easy to see that G and J are both martingales since equations (1) and (2) imply that they respectively solve the following stochastic differential equations,
where the subscript t− indicates that the pre-jump level is used at time t. As a result, J is a right continuous left limits (RCLL) process.
We construct the stock price process S by combining the two random processes G and J as
To understand this RCLL stock price process, we can rewrite the stock price process as the sum of three components,
8 Each component has the form of a constant, multiplied by e rt , and then a martingale. Therefore, each component can be interpreted as the time-t value resulting from investing the constant in an asset whose initial price is one. In this sense, we are attributing the equity value of a firm to returns from three types of investments. The first type is a riskless cash reserve defined by the deterministic and non-negative process From equation (4), we can derive the stochastic differential equation for the stock price dynamics,
where the exposures to the martingale increments dN t − λdt and dW t are both affine in the stock price S t− .
Since no jumps occur before default, the pre-default stock price dynamics simplify to,
where both drift and the diffusion coefficient of the stock price dynamics are affine in the stock price.
If we set λ = 0 in the toy DDD model, the model degenerates to the positively displaced diffusion of Rubinstein (1983) , for which implied volatility increases with strike. Conversely, if we set B = 0, the model degenerates to Merton (1976) 's MJD model, for which implied volatility decreases with strike. When λ and B are both positive, the implied volatility smiles when graphed against the strike price. This model behavior is broadly consistent with the behavior of implied volatilities obtained from market prices of listed American stock options.
Transition probability density function
In this toy model, the transition probability density function (TPDF) of the stock price can be derived in
The risk-neutral probability of defaulting over [t, T ] is simply 1 − e −λ(T −t) and this is also the risk-neutral probability that S T = R, given that S t = S > K(t). One can easily use these results to develop closed form formulas for European options. As no listed single name stock options are European, we leave this as an exercise to the interested reader.
Pricing American put options
Prior to default, J t = e λt and G t > 0, so (5) implies that the stock price
At the default time τ, J τ = 0, and the stock price jumps down to the riskless cash reserve level
. After the default, the stock price S t = Re −r(T −t) . Since K(t) ≥ B and R(t) ≤ R, we observe that the stock price process is random and at least B in the pre-default period t ∈ [0, τ ∧ T ], and becomes deterministic and at most R in the post-default period, t ∈ [τ, T ]. These special properties allow us to derive a closed-form solution for the value of of American puts struck below B.
Let K denote the strike price of an American put maturing at T . If K ∈ [0, R(0)], the put is worthless since it cannot finish in the money in the toy DDD model. If K ∈ (R(0), R], at any time t before default, the stock price is above B and hence the strike price K. To define the continuation and exercise regions, let t * solve Re −r(T −t * ) = K. If default occurs at some time τ in (0,t * ), then S τ < K and it is optimal to exercise at τ. If default occurs in [t * , T ], then S τ ≥ K and it is better to hold on to the American put and let it expire worthless.
Therefore, for such puts, the continuation region is the union of all stock prices above B(t) and the curve
, while the exercise region is just the curve R(t),t ∈ [0,t * ]. The payoff from holding such an American put is K − R(τ) at time τ if τ ≤ t * and zero otherwise. Let P 0 (K, T ) denote the time-0 value of an American put. By risk-neutral valuation, we have,
6 Refer to Appendix A for a proof.
If K ∈ (R, B], then t * > T and hence the continuation region is all stock prices above B(t), while the exercise region is just the curve R(t),t ∈ [0, T ]. The put value is obtained by simply replacing t * with T in equation (9),
For American puts options struck above B, finite difference methods can be used to numerically approximate the American put value P(S,t) and the free boundary
American put value P(S,t) solves the partial differential equation,
where
subject to the terminal condition
and the boundary conditions:
For S ≤ S * (t),t ∈ [0, T ], the American put value P(S,t) = K − S.
Linking American put spreads to unit recovery claims
Now suppose that we observe the market prices of at least two out-of-the-money American put options of maturity T . Let K 1 and K 2 denote the associated strike prices and we require that
Since S t ≥ B prior to the default time, we know that neither put will be exercised if the firm survives to T . In contrast, if the firm defaults at some time τ before T , since S τ ≤ K 1 and grows deterministically thereafter, both puts will be exercised at τ.
and P 0 (K 2 , T ) are the two observable put option prices. Suppose that an investor buys 1 △K units of the K 2 put and writes an equal number of the K 1 put, the cost of this position is
△K , which we refer to as the American 11 put spread.
If no default occurs prior to expiry (τ > T ), the American put spread expires worthless. If τ ≤ T , the American put spread pays out one dollar so long as both parties behave optimally. Furthermore, so long as the American put prices are consistent with optimal behavior as is usually assumed, these prices can be used to value credit derivatives.
To illustrate this point, consider a unit recovery claim, which pays one dollar at τ if τ ≤ T and zero otherwise. Let U 0 (T ) denote the arbitrage-free spot value of this claim. In the toy DDD model, this value is
Unfortunately, if the only assets with observable prices are the riskfree asset and the stock, one cannot infer the required input λ. Fortunately, if the observable prices are those of two American puts P 0 (K 2 , T ) and
hten no arbitrage dictates that the value of this unit recovery claim is equal to the value of the American put spread:
As we will show, this simple equation holds under much more general conditions and can be regarded as the fundamental result of this paper.
Furthermore, under the toy DDD model, we can equate the two right hand sides of equations (15) and (16) to numerically determine λ from the observation of the riskfree rate r and the American put spread
△K . As a result, we can compute the risk-neutral default probability over a fixed horizon [0, T ] as 1 − e −λT .
Defaultable displaced diffusion: The general specification
The toy DDD model places strong restrictions on the stock price dynamics to show clearly the tight linkages between American put spreads and default contingent claims. In this subsection, we show that the fundamental linkage as shown in equation (16) remains valid, even if we relax the assumptions of the toy DDD model substantially. In particular, we can generalize the toy model along four major dimensions.
• Random Interest Rates: In the toy DDD model, the riskfree interest rate is fixed as a constant. In the general specification, we allow the spot interest rate r to be a nonnegative stochastic process. As a result, there exists a money market account whose initial balance is one and whose balance at time
0 r s ds . No arbitrage dictates that there exists a probability measure Q under which the gains process from any admissible trading strategy deflated by β is a martingale.
• Random Stock Recovery: In the toy DDD model, the stock price evolves randomly above B prior to default, while the recovery value R(t) evolves deterministically below a level R < B afterwards. In the general DDD class of stochastic processes, the stock price can be random at the default time and afterwards, but it must evolve below a barrier A < B in any post-default period t ∈ [τ, T ]. To define these post-default dynamics, let (A, B) be the default corridor with A ≥ 0 and B < S 0 . Let R t be the spot price of an asset with support [0, A] over [0, T ]. We may write its stochastic differential equation as:
where M R is a Q martingale. We simply set S t = R t in any post-default period t ∈ [τ, T ].
• Stochastic Default Arrival: In the toy DDD model, the risk-neutral default arrival rate is constant. In the generalization, the risk-neutral default arrival rate λ is a nonnegative stochastic process. We define
where N is now a counting process. We note that J is a stochastic exponential since it solves:
Furthermore since N t − R t 0 λ s ds is a martingale, so is J. We require that the martingale J be independent of the process R.
• Stochastic Volatility and Jumps: In the toy DDD model, the market risk driver is a Geometric Brownian Motion, denoted as G t . In the general specification, we allow the market risk driver G to be the stochastic exponential of a martingale M G , i.e., G t = E (M G ). As a result, G still starts at one and is still a martingale since
The process G is now allowed to jump, but we assume that jumps in M G are bounded below by -1, so that G is nonnegative. We furthermore require that the martingale G be independent of the martingale J. In contrast, G can depend on r, λ, and R.
To contend with this four dimensional generalization, we construct the stock price process as:
13 where R 0− ≡ R 0 . We can again express S as the sum of three stochastic processes,
For t ∈ [0, τ ∧ T ], the first term R t is clearly an asset price process, as indicated in equation (17). Since the martingale J is a stochastic exponential and is orthogonal to R, the product JR is also an asset price process for
. Since the martingales J and G are orthogonal, the process J t [B + (S 0 − B)G t ] is also a martingale.
As a consequence, the last term in (21) is an asset price process. It follows that S is also an asset price process
. Since N t = 0 and J t = e R t 0 λ s ds prior to default, the stock price dynamics over t ∈ [0, τ ∧ T ) can also be written as,
The stochastic differential equation that governs the stock price process prior to default becomes,
Equation (21) Now, we assume that we observe at least two American put options with expiry date T and with the two strike prices falling within the default corridor, A ≤ K 1 < K 2 ≤ B. Prior to default, the stock price evolves randomly above B, which is above the strike prices of both options. Therefore, neither option is exercised. If default occurs at or before T , the stock price jumps at the default time to some random recovery level R τ that is below the strike prices of both options and stays below both strikes afterwards. As a result, both American puts are optimally exercised at τ. These results jointly imply that
This simple equation robustly links the unit recovery claim to the American put spread. 
The equation reflects the fact that the survival claim has the same payoff as the portfolio consisting of:
• long one default-free bond paying $1 at T and costing e − R T 0 r(t)dt initially.
• short one unit recovery claim maturing at T and costing U 0 (T ) initially.
• long r(t)e − R T t r(s)ds dt unit recovery claims for each maturity t ∈ [0, T ], with each unit costing U 0 (t)
initially.
If no default occurs before T , the default-free bond in the portfolio pays off the desired dollar, while all of the unit recovery claims expire worthless. If the default occurs before T , the value of the portfolio at the default
as desired.
Once the spot price S 0 (T ) of the survival claim is known, the risk-neutral probability of defaulting over
15
The risk-neutral default probability and U 0 (T )e R T 0 r(t)dt are both forward prices of claims that pay one dollar if default occurs before expiry. The risk-neutral default probability is lower than U 0 (T )e R T 0 r(t)dt when interest rates are positive, because the payment time in the former claim is T rather than τ.
Linking unit recovery claims to CDS spreads
Since our ultimate objective is to compare the credit spread information from the stock options market to that from the CDS market, we go one step further in this section and use unit recovery claim values to determine the CDS spread in a fairly robust way.
For this purpose, we assume that the bond recovery rate is known at R b ∈ [0, 1). Let V prot 0 (T ) denote the time-0 value of the protection leg of a CDS contract, which pays 1 − R b at time τ if τ ≤ T and zero otherwise.
As this payoff is simply 1 − R b times the payoff of a unit recovery claim, no arbitrage implies,
Furthermore, let A 0 (T ) denote the value of a defaultable annuity, i.e., a claim that pays $1 per year continuously until the earlier of the default time τ and its maturity date T . As a consequence of frictionless markets and no arbitrage, we have
Assuming that the riskfree rate is a deterministic function of time r(t),t ∈ [0, T ], we can substitute (25) into (29) to relate A 0 (T ) to the given term structure of unit recovery claim values,
Finally, let k 0 (T ) denote the initial CDS spread of maturity T . We assume that spread payments are made continuously until τ ∧ T . 7 Then, we can represent the CDS spread as
Assuming a known bond recovery rate R b implies that equation (28) can be used to relate the numerator to the terminal unit recovery claim value U 0 (T ). Assuming deterministic interest rates implies that (30) can be used to relate the denominator to the given term structure of unit recovery claim values. Making both assumptions allows the CDS spread to be expressed in terms of unit recovery claim values,
Recall from (24) that in the DDD model, a unit recovery claim has the same value as a co-terminal American put spread:
Substituting (33) into (32), we can compute a CDS spread from two term structures of American put prices.
Data and estimation
In this section, we gauge the empirical validity of the simple theoretical linkage between American put spreads and credit default swap spreads. We collect data from both markets and perform an empirical analysis.
The CDS quotes are obtained from Bloomberg, which has provided reliable CDS quotes across a spectrum of maturities since late 2004. The American options quotes are obtained from OptionMetrics. We take the common sample period from January 2005 to June 2007. The longest option maturity is usually between one to three years. The shortest maturity available for our CDS quotes are at one year maturity. Hence, our analysis focuses on default probabilities at horizons between from one to three years.
To obtain a set of companies with reliable quotes from both markets, we apply the following criteria: (1) Bloomberg provides reliable CDS quotes for the company at one, two, and three year maturities over our sample period. (2) OptionMetrics provides non-zero bid quotes for one or more options struck more than one standard deviation below the stock price and maturing in more than 180 days. (3) The average CDS spread at one year maturity over our sample period is over 30 basis points. The first two criteria guarantee that we have the required data from both markets for our comparative analysis. The third criterion generates a set of companies with significant default probabilities. For companies with very low default probabilities, the noise due to bid offer spreads of out-of-the-money puts would swamp any default signal that these prices may possess. Based on the above criteria, we choose eight companies. Table 1 lists the tickers, the cusip numbers, and the names of the eight companies.
Inferring default probabilities from American put spreads
Our model assumes the existence of a default corridor (A, B) such that the pre-default stock price evolves randomly above the corridor and the stock price at default and afterwards evolves randomly below the corridor.
Given knowledge of the corridor, we can choose two American put options struck within the corridor and form an American put spread that replicates a unit recovery claim. In reality, however, the location of the corridor is not known. To identify the corridor, we make the simplifying assumption that the stock price drops to zero upon default. In this case, A = 0 and we only need to choose one American put option with strike price lower than B.
Under our assumptions, any put options struck lower than B would serve our purpose. Since we do not observe this B, we start from the lowest available strike and choose the first put option with non-zero bid quote.
That is, we choose the lowest available strike under which the bid quote on the American put is strictly greater than zero. Then, the value of the unit recovery claim is defined as the American put option value divided by the strike price of the option. With zero equity value recovery, we choose K 2 = 0 and hence P(K 2 ) = 0. We use the mid-value of the put option to compute the value of the unit recovery claim.
As an alternative, we have also chosen the lowest non-zero bid strike as K 2 and the next strike as K 1 to define the put spread. The implied default probabilities are similar in magnitude, except that using two strikes often introduces more short-term variation in the daily estimates. From a trading perspective, using two contracts also increases transaction costs as we need to cross two bid-ask spreads instead of one. Thus, we report our results based on the single strike American put.
American put options are available at several fixed expiry dates. To construct a time series of default probabilities with a fixed time-to-maturity, at each date t we first synthesize a unit recovery claim at each expiry date T . Then, we compute a default arrival rate λ(t, T ) from the value of each unit recovery claim based on the following equation,
where r(t, T ) denotes time-t continuously compounded spot rate with expiry date T , which we strip from the term structure of US dollar LIBOR and swap rates assuming piecewise constant forward rates. The LIBOR and swap rate data are obtained from Bloomberg. Equation (34) defines λ(t, T ) implicitly as a nonlinear function of the unit recovery claim value U (t, T ) and the corresponding interest rate r(t, T ). We had no difficulty solving this equation numerically.
Once we have solved for the default arrival rate λ(t, T ) at each expiry date T , we linearly interpolate the arrival rates across different time to maturities (T − t) to obtain arrival rate estimates at fixed time-tomaturities of one, two, and three years. We do not extrapolate linearly; instead, when the maximum option maturity is less than the target maturity, we use the arrival rate estimated from the longest maturity options.
When the shortest option maturity is greater than the target maturity, we use the arrival rate estimated from the shortest maturity options. From this approach, we construct the time series of default arrival rates at three fixed maturities, λ(t, T ) o with T − t = 1, 2, 3, respectively. The superscript o reminds us of the fact that the arrival rates are estimated from options market information.
The relation in Equation (34) is derived under the assumption of constant interest rates and constant default arrival rates. While this appears to contradict our assumptions, it should be noted that we use this equation merely as a way of converting the unit recovery claim value to a quantity that is relatively stable across maturities. With the default arrival rates, we can compute the corresponding default probabilities as
Inferring default probabilities from CDS spreads
We have CDS quotes at one, two, and three year maturities. To infer the default probabilities at the three horizons from the CDS quotes, we assume constant interest rates and default arrival rates as we have done for the American put spreads. Further assuming fixed bond recovery R b and continuous premium payment, we can directly convert the CDS spread quote k(t, T ) to default arrival rates as,
where the superscript "c" on λ(t, T ) c reflects the fact that the arrival rate is estimated from the CDS market.
With the default arrival rates, we can compute the default probability as Q(t, T ) c = 1 − e −λ(t,T ) c (T −t) . In computing the default probabilities, we follow industry convention in fixing the bond recovery to be 40%.
Replicating unit recovery claims from both markets
Translating the information in both markets into default probabilities at fixed time to maturities makes it convenient for us to perform comparative time series analysis. An alternative perspective is to analyze investment returns on the synthetic unit recovery claims. The American put spread directly replicates this unit recovery claim. In particular, when we assume zero equity recovery at default, the put spread reduces to a single American put option. Tracking the return on this put option is simple.
On the other side, from the CDS market, we can infer the value of the corresponding unit recovery claim from the CDS spread quotes by combining equations (34) and (35) under assumptions of constant interest rates and default arrival rates. Carr and Flesaker (2007) show how one can theoretically replicate the unit recovery claim using CDS contracts of all prior maturities. The practical feasibility of this replication is hindered by the large transaction costs of signing many over-the-counter CDS contracts over a continuum of maturities. Thus, in this paper, we propose to use the unit recovery claim value computed from the CDS market purely as an informational source. We investigate whether information from the CDS market can help predict returns on the unit recovery claim synthesized from American put options. Table 2 compares the summary statistics of the risk-neutral default probabilities computed from the American put spreads on the left side with that computed from the CDS spreads on the right side. The last column of the table reports the cross-correlation between the two time series for each company. The three panels report the default probabilities at times to maturity of one, two, and three years. between the default probabilities and the correlation estimates. The correlations between the two markets are higher when the default probability for the underlying company is high. When default probabilities are low, the American put spreads are more likely to be contaminated by market risk components, thus reducing the cross-correlation. The noise can also be partially generated by our methodology in choosing the strikes of the American put spread. By choosing an American put option with strictly positive bid quote, the American put spread would always have positive value, regardless of how small the default probability is. Nevertheless, for a company with a low default probability, the American put value at the correct default corridor can have a zero bid value given the discrete nature of quotes.
Results
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Figure 2 plots the mean difference between the two default probability estimates from the two markets as a function of the mean default probabilities computed from the CDS market. The difference is computed as
Hence, a positive mean difference suggests that the American put spreads over-estimate the default probability relative to the CDS spread and vice versa. Each panel represents one maturity. The dots in each panel are data points and the solid lines are locally-linear smoothing fits. We observe that at one-and two-year maturities, the mean difference is positive when the company's mean default probability is low, but becomes negative when the company's mean default probability is high. The sign change suggests that on average, compared to the CDS spread, the American put spread tends to over-estimate the default probability when the company's default probability is low, but under-estimate this probability when the default probability is high.
At the three-year maturity, the mean differences are negative for most companies. Similar to the pattern at the other two maturities, the negative bias increases with increasing default probabilities. When we perform the locally-linear smoothing fit in each panel, we obtain downward sloping lines in all three panels.
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When the default probability is low, our criterion for choosing the strike with strictly positive American put bid quote can over-estimate the default probability because part of the put value can come from the market risk. Figure 2 shows that this bias is more severe at short maturities but becomes negligible at longer maturities. On the other hand, when the default probability is high, our zero-equity-recovery assumption can lower the estimate for the default probability. For example, if the stock recovery R s is strictly greater than zero, then the American put price should be divided by (K 1 − R s ) instead of by K 1 to generate the value of the unit recovery claim. In this case, assuming zero stock recovery under-estimates the value of the unit recovery claim and hence also under-estimates the default probability. To quantify the co-movements between the two time series for each company and at each maturity, we regress the default probabilities computed from the American puts against the default probabilities computed from the CDS market,
The objective of the regression is to identify their relative sensitivities. We use the less noisy Q c t series as the regressor to reduce the potential bias induced by errors-in-variables issues. We estimate the regressions using the generalized methods of moments (GMM), with the weighting matrix computed according to Newey and West (1987) with 30 lags. Table 3 reports the regression estimates, t-statistics, and the R-squares of the regression. If both quantities are unbiased estimates of the same risk-neutral default probability, we would expect an intercept of zero and a slope of one from this regression. Table 3 shows that the intercept estimates are mostly significantly different from zero and many of the slope estimates are significantly different from one.
One of the potential biases induced by measurement errors in the regressor is to bias the slope estimate toward zero and accordingly bias the intercept above zero. Indeed, all intercept estimates are significantly positive, and all the significant t-statistics on slope estimates (against the null value of one) are negative.
Hence, measurement errors in the regressor can contribute to part of the results.
Given the overlapping information in the two markets, we conjecture that deviations between the two probabilities series obtained from the two markets can be used to predict future movements of the two series.
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Specifically, we use the deviations to predict future changes in the two default probability series,
where ∆Q t+∆t denotes changes in the default probability from date t to t + ∆t, with ∆t being the prediction horizon. The coefficient c adjusts for potential long-run scaling biases in the two series. We estimate the two equations for each company and at each maturity using an iterative procedure: Given an initial guess on c, we run two time series regressions to estimate the coefficients (a o , b o , a c , b c ) . Then, we minimize the sum of the squared regression residuals to obtain the coefficient c. We consider prediction horizons of one, seven, and 30 days. When there are holidays or missing data, the change ∆Q t+∆t is over the horizon from t to the earliest date with available data that is greater or equal to t + ∆t.
Tables 4 and 6 report the estimation results for the three different prediction horizons, respectively. As a robustness check, we observe that the estimates for the co-integrating coefficients c at all three prediction horizons are similar to the slope estimates from equation (36) reported in Table 3 . As expected, the fraction of variance explained increases with the length of the prediction horizon. At each horizon, the R-squares for predicting the option series are larger than that for predicting the CDS series. This R-squares difference suggests that CDS quotes contain more reliable information about default probabilities than option quotes.
Default information is first revealed in the CDS market.
The estimates for the slope coefficient b o are significantly negative for all companies at all three maturities and for all three forecasting horizons. The significantly negative estimates indicate that American put option prices tend to decline in the future if they are too high compared to the CDS spread today and likewise, they tend to increase if they are too low compared to the CDS spread today. The fraction of variance explained by the prediction ranges from 3% to 10% at a daily horizon, from 3% to 24% at a weekly horizon, and up to 40% at the monthly horizon. These results suggest that we can exploit the linkage between the two markets and use their deviations to predict future changes in prices of American put options.
The estimates for b c are mostly positive but insignificant. The R-squares of the prediction are mostly low.
These results suggest that the deviations between the two markets have only weak predictive ability for future CDS movements. One exception is GM, for which the slope coefficient estimates are significantly positive for one-and two-year default probabilities at both daily and weekly prediction horizons. The R-squares is about 4% at daily horizon and over 11% at weekly horizon for one-year default probabilities. Hence, for some companies, the options market also helps in discovering credit risk information. The ability to predict three-year default probabilities is lower than for the other two maturities. This result is potentially due to the fact that three-year option quotes are not as readily available as for nearer maturities and hence most of the three-year default probability estimates arise from extrapolations.
Predicting the movements of unit recovery claims
Transforming the information in the options and CDS markets into default probabilities over fixed times to maturity makes it convenient for us to perform comparative time series analysis. A more practical approach is to analyze the cross-market interaction between tradable instruments, such as the unit recovery claim that pays one dollar when the company defaults prior to expiry and zero otherwise. The American put spreads directly replicate this unit recovery claim. In particular, when we assume zero equity recovery at default, the put spread reduces to a single American put option. Tracking the evolution of the American put option becomes a simple exercise. In this section, we investigate how the CDS market information helps predict the movements in the unit recovery claim synthesized from a single American put. Assuming constant interest rates, constant default arrival rates, and fixed bond recovery, we can convert the CDS spread into the unit recovery value by combining equations (34) and (35),
We analyze how this CDS-market inferred unit recovery claim value covaries with the unit recovery claim synthesized from the American put, U (t, T ) o = P(K 1 )/K 1 , given the assumption that K 2 = 0.
To generate a series of unit recovery claims from American put options, at each date, we choose the longest maturity for the American options and choose a strike K 1 for an American put option that defines the unit recovery claim. Based on the bid and ask quotes on the American put, we obtain both a bid and an ask on the unit recovery claim. From the CDS market, we first convert the CDS quotes at fixed timesto-maturity (from one to five years) to unit recovery claims using (38). Then, we linearly interpolate the unit recovery claim values across maturities to obtain the corresponding unit recovery claim that matches the option maturity. The unit recovery claim value from the CDS market is one mid value. Table 7 Similar to the predictive regressions in (37) on default probabilities, we also investigate whether the deviations between the two markets can predict future movements in the unit recovery claims obtained from the American puts,
where we fix the cointegrating coefficient to that obtained from the level regression in Table 7 . Table 8 reports the results from the predictive regression over three horizons at one, seven, and 30 days. As expected, the slope coefficients are all strongly negative. The R-squares increase with the prediction horizon. These results suggest that we can use the linkages between the two markets to predict the movements in prices of American puts.
Alternative linkages
We have proposed a simple robust linkage between CDS spreads and American put options on the stock of the same reference company. Much of the research in the literature has focused on the structural linkage between equity and debt markets following Merton (1974) , who regards equity as a call option on the firm value,
with
where E 0 denotes the time-0 equity value, A 0 denotes the firm value, D the book value of debt, and σ A the volatility on the return of the firm. In particular, N(d 2 ) represents the risk-neutral probability that the call 25 option will finish in the money and hence the firm will not default. Therefore, Q f = 1 − N(d 2 ) denotes the risk-neutral probability of default, where the superscript f reflects the fact that this probability is obtained from the Merton's firm value approach.
In order to compare our approach with a widely used standard, we also perform a simple implementation of this model to compute risk-neutral default probabilities at one-, two-, and three-year maturities. In our implementation, we take the stock price as the per share equity value, and net debt per share as the face value of debt. We take an implied volatility from the stock options market as the equity return volatility σ E , from which we solve for the firm value A 0 and firm volatility σ A from the following two equations using a numerical procedure,
where the second equation is a result of Itô's lemma.
To extract σ E from stock options prices, we start with the implied volatilities provided by OptionMetrics, which computes the implied volatility based on a binomial tree to adjust for the early exercise premium of the American options. Then, at each date and maturity, we perform local quadratic regression of the implied volatility on a standardized moneyness measure,
where K denotes the strike of the option and V 0 denotes an average implied volatility estimate across all strikes. From the local quadratic regression, we obtain both an at-the-money implied volatility and an out-of-the-money put implied volatility at d = −1, so that when log price relatives are normally distributed, the log strike is one standard deviation below the expectation of the log price at expiry. We linearly interpolate the total variance at the two moneyness levels to obtain implied volatility estimates at the three fixed time-to-maturities, with which we compute the default probabilities.
The use of at-the-money implied volatility is a popular choice in empirical studies given the higher liquidity of near-the-money options and the role of at-the-money implied volatility as a proxy for the risk-neutral expected value of return volatility (Carr and Wu (2006) ). Our alternative choice of an out-of-the-money put implied volatility is motivated by our robust linkage result that shows that far out-of-the-money American put options can be used to synthesize a credit insurance contract that pays one dollar at default and zero otherwise. Accordingly, the implied volatility of such an option should contain credit risk information that goes beyond the Merton structural model. Nevertheless, for liquidity concerns, we do not go to the extremely far out-of-the-money strike K 1 , which we have defined earlier as the lowest strike with non-zero bid option quotes. Instead we choose a one-standard deviation criterion which usually generates liquid option quotes 26 while also revealing partially the credit information embedded in our earlier exercise. We empirically investigate whether incorporating such an extra layer of credit information helps improve the structural model in generating more realistic default probability predictions. Table 9 reports the summary statistics of the default probabilities computed from this structural model using out-of-the-money stock option implied volatility in the left panel and at-the-money stock option implied volatility in the right panel. The last column under each panel reports the cross-correlation with the default probability computed from the CDS spread. When we compare the statistics in the two panels, we find that the probabilities computed using out-of-the-money put implied volatility generates higher mean default probability estimates and also higher cross-correlation estimates with the CDS-implied default probabilities. The higher cross-correlations are expected, as the out-of-the-money put implied volatility contains the information in the American put that we have used to replicate a credit insurance contract. The higher mean default probability estimates indicate that the out-of-the-money put implied volatility is on average higher than the atthe-money implied volatility, a reflection of the well-known implied volatility skew pattern, when the implied volatility is plotted against moneyness at the same maturity. ward sloping. The cross-correlations between the default probabilities increase as the mean default probability level increases. This result is similar to the relationship we found for values of unit recovery claims synthesized from American puts and from CDS, which show higher correlation for companies with higher default probabilities. Second, the solid line almost always stays above the dashed line within each panel, suggesting that the default probability computed from out-of-the-money implied volatilities generates higher correlations with the CDS market than does the default probability computed from at-the-money implied volatilities. This result in part reveals the additional information content of out-of-the-money put options as suggested by our robust linkage results.
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In the three panels on the right hand side of Figure 5 , we plot the mean differences in default probabilities between those from the Merton approach (Q f ) and that from the CDS spreads (Q c ). Again, the circles 27 (data) and the solid lines (smoothed fitting) are for the default probabilities computed from out-of-the-money implied volatilities. The diamonds (data) and dashed lines (smoothed fitting) are from at-the-money implied volatilities. The two different types of implied volatilities generate different patterns for the mean biases.
Using at-the-money implied volatility, the Merton approach usually generates default probability estimates lower than that computed from the CDS market. Furthermore, this negative bias increases with increasing default probabilities. In contrast, when we use the out-of-the-money implied volatility, the mean bias is negative when the default probability is low, but the bias becomes positive when the default probability is high. The literature has often found that the Merton approach generates lower default probabilities than those obtained from corporate bonds or the CDS market. 8 However, our exercise shows that this negative bias no longer exists for high-default firms when we use out-of-the-money implied volatility as the input for stock return volatility. By using information in out-of-the-money put options, we incorporate the credit information not captured by the stylized Merton model.
Concluding remarks
Structural models of default have the property that prior to default, the firm value is random and bounded below by the default barrier. They also have the property that after default, stock prices have little volatility, if any. We develop a class of reduced-form models for the stock price which is consistent with these observations. Prior to default, stock prices are bounded below by a positive constant B < S 0 , while after default, they are bounded above by another constant A < B. When the default corridor (A, B) exists, risk-neutral default probabilities can be directly expressed in terms of vertical spreads of American puts struck between these levels. Furthermore, a vertical spread of American put options scaled by the difference in strikes has the same payoff as a standardized credit claim paying one dollar at default if this event occurs before the options expire, and paying zero otherwise. The replication is simple and robust to the details of the stock price dynamics before and after default. Since the two positions pay off the same amount at the same random time, the replication is also robust to the dynamics of interest rates and default arrival rates.
We use the value of the American put spread to infer the risk-neutral default probabilities and compare them to those inferred from the credit default swap (CDS) market. Collecting data from both markets on eight reference names with significant default probabilities, we identify a strong correlation between the default probabilities inferred from American put spreads and from those inferred from CDS spreads. We also find that deviations between the two estimates help predict future movements in both markets.
Our identified linkage provides fertile ground for future research. On the theoretical side, research effort should be directed towards specifying the trading strategy that should be enacted when arbitrage arises. In particular, there is an issue of how to deal with an unexercised short put in the event of default, particularly when the cost of buying this put is above its exercise value. Research effort should also be directed towards further relaxation of the assumptions. In particular, the effect of random bond recovery rates and (discrete) dividends needs to be addressed. On the empirical side, much work is needed in investigating how the put strikes should be chosen and how to deal with maturity mismatches between the two markets.
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Appendix A. Conditional transitional probability density function under the
toy DDD model
Conditional on no default up to time t, we can rewrite the dynamics in equation (5) as,
Solving for G t , we have
Evaluating at t = T leads to
Taking the ratio of (A3) to (A2) implies
Since
, the ratio on the left hand side is lognormally distributed:
, the transition probability density conditional on surviving to T is Table 1 List of companies used in our study Entries list the equity ticker, cusip, and the name of the companies that are used in our study. Table 3 Regressing default probabilities from American put spreads on default probabilities from the CDS Entries report the estimates, Newey-West t-statistics (in parentheses), and R-squares (R 2 ) from regressing the one-year default probabilities computed from American put spreads on the one-year default probabilities computed from the CDS spreads written on the same reference company,
Equity
The t-statistics of the intercept are computed against the null hypothesis of zero and the t-statistics of the slope are computed against the null hypothesis of one. Table 4 Predicting future movements at daily horizon based on cross-market deviations Entries report the estimates, Newey-West t-statistics (in parentheses), and R-squares (R 2 ) from the following regressions,
where ∆Q t+∆t denotes future changes over a one-day horizon, which are predicted by the deviations between the estimates from the two markets. Table 5 Predicting future movements at weekly horizon based on cross-market deviations Entries report the estimates, Newey-West t-statistics (in parentheses), and R-squares (R 2 ) from the following regressions,
where ∆Q t+∆t denotes future changes over a one-week horizon, which are predicted by the deviations between the estimates from the two markets. Table 6 Predicting future movements at a monthly horizon based on cross-market deviations Entries report the estimates, Newey-West t-statistics (in parentheses), and R-squares (R 2 ) from the following regressions,
where ∆Q t+∆t denotes future changes over a 30-day horizon, which are predicted by the deviations between the estimates from the two markets. Table 8 Predicting future movements on unit recovery claims based on cross-market deviations Entries report the estimates, Newey-West t-statistics (in parentheses), and R-squares (R 2 ) from the following regression that predicts future movements in the unit recovery claim synthesized by American puts (U o ) based on its deviations from the CDS market valuations,
where forecasting horizons (∆t) are at one, seven, and 30 days and the cointegrating coefficients b are obtained from the level regressions in Table 7 . Table 9 Default probabilities estimated from a structural model Entries report the mean, standard deviation (Std), minimum (Min), maximum (Max), daily autocorrelation (Auto) of companies' one-year default probabilities (in percentage points) estimated from Merton (1974) 's structural model. The computations uses the stock price as the per share equity value and net debt per share as the per share debt face value, and computes the firm value assuming equality between the market and the face value of the debt. To compute firm volatility, the left panel uses one-standard deviation out-of-money stock option implied volatility as input whereas the right panel uses at-the-money stock option implied volatility as input. The graphs on the left hand side show the relation between the mean default probability level (computed from the CDS market) and the cross-correlation estimates between the default probabilities computed from the two markets. The graphs on the right hand side plot the mean difference in probability between the structural approach and the CDS market, Q f − Q c , as a function of the mean default probability for each firm. The dots (data) and solid lines (smoothed fitting) are based on out-of-the-money implied volatilities. The diamonds (data) and dashed lines (smoothed fitting) are based on at-the-money implied volatilities. Each panel represents one maturity.
